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To whom it may concern
It is with a great pleasure that I recommend CORTEX dental implants System as I am working with
satisfaction since more of five years.
I went first by this firm because of Dr Zvi LASTER, renown as a great maxillo- facial surgeon and
thinking head of research and development. By his daily practice he could understand the needs and
goals of surgeons in the field of implantology. Dr Meir MAMRAEV the other head of the R&D is
also a surgeon who knows what the problems colleagues are facing and he is always searching
solutions to facilitate the procedures. Third head of the firm Mr. Shmuel ROZEN is the business
man who permits the growing of the firm and development of facilities to lead the implant market.
In facts it is the whole people working for this firm who try harder to improve and achieve to help
surgeons using the system:
R&D department is eager to help in any case of problem during utilization and when some
misunderstanding occurs during surgery ,solution is founded in hours .
Collaboration with dental surgeons around the world is the big idea of CORTEX which lead to
constantly improve the system to get better and better as they are opened to any idea or
modification leading to simplification of surgical procedures .
Trying to find simple solutions for surgical problems is the goal of excellence of the company
Affordable but technically top quality system , well designed for simple utilization , rationale of
everyday surgeries with easy –to- use surgery kits leads to confidence of surgeon .
Big range of implants designed for basic utilization as Dynamix or Classix implants reinforced by
specially designed one as Saturn or revolutionary system as Easy2fix is the best part of the firm
because they are constantly looking for solutions and launching new systems for security as
stoppers for drilling and more to come . Premium presentation of all type of implant is cost cutting
because of all parts coming for free .
In my private practice it is a big comfort to use Cortex system because of the simplicity which
leads to routine easy surgeries and relax surgeon !!.Large range of different type and shape of
implants and only one connection easy to use for prosthetics is great for assistant .Great
confidence in the quality gives best surgical results and no unknown clinical issues .

In my quality of opinion leader for France I can see colleagues starting with Coretx system on my
recommendation and presentations feeding back very good response to me .
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